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The 16S tree for the COG (Tatusov et al., 1997) data in the original paper was estimated

with one category of variation among sites, instead of with four gamma rate categories

as reported. Revised versions of Figure 2 (the 16S tree, now estimated with four gamma

categories) and Table 1 (based on this revised tree) are given here. The parameter estimates

and log likelihoods are similar to those in the original paper.

For six bacterial species (Neisseria meningitidis Z2491, Neisseria meningitidis MC58,

Sinorhizobium, Salmonella typhimurium LT2, Helicobacter pylori J99 and Mycobacterium

tuberculosis CDC1551), the strain used in the previous 16S tree did not match the strain

found in the COG database. These have been corrected in the revised version of Figure 2.

Where no strain information was given in COG, or a sequence for a strain could not be found

we used an available strain in the RDP database (Cole et al., 2007). The corrected tree files

are available at http://www.liv.ac.uk/~matts/genecontent.html.
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Figure 2: Estimated edge lengths for the 16S topology under model F (Table 1) for the

COG data. Edges leading only to parasites/endosymbionts are shown as thicker red lines.

Parasites/endosymbionts are indicated by circles and bold genome names. Edge lengths are

in expected numbers of gains and losses per gene family at stationarity. Tree drawn using

Dendroscope (Huson et al., 2007).
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Table 1: Log likelihoods and parameter estimates for six gene family gain and loss models fitted to 50 COG bacterial genomes.

Topologya Modelb lc md πQ(0, 0)e πQ(0, 1) πROOT(0, 0)f πROOT(0, 1) µ0
g αh

16S A -71393 2 0.51 (0.004) - 0.86 (0.006) - - -

B -67253 3 0.34 (0.003) 0.95 (0.0008) - 0.82 (0.006) - -

C -66547 5 0.34 (0.003) 0.97 (0.0007) 0.18 (0.03) 0.89 (0.006) 0.09 (0.006) -

D -66091 3 0.02 (0.0004) - 0.97 (0.003) - - 0.50 (0.009)

E -64858 4 0.13 (0.003) 0.91 (0.003) - 0.91 (0.004) - 0.71 (0.023)

F -64767 6 0.13 (0.003) 0.92 (0.003) 0.49 (0.052) 0.93 (0.005) 0.04 (0.005) 0.72 (0.025)

Conditioned logdet D -64694 3 0.03 (0.001) - 0.96 (0.003) - - 0.52 (0.011)

E -64149 4 0.08 (0.002) 0.84 (0.005) - 0.93 (0.004) - 0.67 (0.021)

F -64142 6 0.07 (0.002) 0.85 (0.005) 0.03 (0.01) 0.94 (0.004) 0.01 (0.002) 0.67 (0.021)

aModels D to F are estimated on two different tree topologies: one derived from 16S sequence data, and one from conditioned logdet distances based on gene

content data.
bModels as follows. A: no rate shift. B: rate shift in all gene families. C: categories with and without rate shift. D: no rate shift, gamma rate variation. E: rate

shift in all gene families, gamma rate variation. F: categories with and without rate shift, gamma rate variation.
cLog likelihood.
dNumber of parameters (excluding the 98 edge lengths on the rooted tree which must be estimated for all models).
eπQ(0, i) is the stationary probability of gene family absence in rate matrix i, where i = 0 is the rate matrix used throughout major category 0 and on all edges

except those leading only to parasites in major category 1. Rate matrix i = 1 is used only on edges leading only to parasites in major category 1.
fπROOT(0, j) is the probability of gene family absence at the root in major category j.
gMixing probability for major category 0.
hShape parameter for gamma rate variation.
iApproximate standard errors in parentheses for all parameters.
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